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Outdoor Lunch Areas
Playgrounds

Walkways
Athletic Fields



When you choose a Poligon 
you are getting:
Professional Team - Poligon’s sales, design and 
engineering teams will assist you through every 
step of the process making sure your project meets 
your exact needs and budget. 

Tubular steel design - Eliminates the need for 
gussets or exposed  bolts. Bird nesting is also 
eliminated.

Superior finish - All shelters are protected by our 
Poli-5000 powder coat, the most durable finish in 
the industry, offered in 24 smooth colors and 10 
textured colors. 

On-time delivery - Our highly efficient design and 
manufacturing process will help to ensure that your 
project is completed on time. All manufactured 
products are inspected before being shipped out 
on dedicated flatbed trucks.

Ease of installation - Our shelters feature bolt-
together assembly. Field welding is not required, 
saving time and money.

For the largest variety of 
shelter shapes, sizes and 
styles, specify a Poligon

NSL 30x34

SQR 24

MSL 30x40

OTC 28



Standard or Custom Poligon shelters can easily be adapted to your existing school site. 
All shelter sizes are available in 1’ increments and offer options such as ornamentation, railings, 
column covers and cupolas. However, if you need a shelter with special size or shape requirements, 
our knowledgeable team will work with you from concept to completion. Choose Poligon to create a 
one of a kind structure perfect for your site. 

Visit us at www.poligon.com
for more ideas and options including 
sizes, colors and picnic table layouts

Elementary to
        University

NCG 11x133

DSA REK 30x104

Custom Walkway

Custom Trellis
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Shade structures for schools in STEEL, FABRIC or WOOD
4240 N 136th Avenue

Holland, MI 49424

P: 616-399-1963
F: 616-399-9123

www.poligon.com

L963

Front cover: REK 50x64 (top)
Carnival 20 (bottom)

Cantilever LinkUp Dugout

Sails


